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The rates of exchange between r continuously traded currencies are modelled by a diffusion 
process. The motivation for this kind of model is in terms of long term trends in the exchange 
rates combined with random fluctuations in these rates which occur as a result of continous 
evaluation of information by the dealers in the currency market together with a continuous revision 
of expectations about he short-term course of the exchange rates of the currencies they are dealing 
in. The formulation as a diffusion process permits considerable theoretical development. On a 
qualitative l vel, stability of exchange rates is investigated using Hashiminsky's criterion and the 
components of an unstable regime quite well identified. Government intervention i exchange 
markets may be studied at a simple level by using local times. The properties of local times suggest 
a certain amount of insight into how optimal intervention performs. An important feature of the 
diffusion formulation is the derivation of explicit formulae for the numerical calculation of 
quantities of interest in terms of the model. This is illustrated by partial differential equations for 
local times and an equation obtained from the Feynman-Kac formula which permits interpretation 
in terms of forward exchange rates. Numerical techniques permit explicit calculation from such 
equations. 
exchange rates * diffusions * explosions * intervention policies * local times * balanced interven- 
tions • L6vy process * explicit formulae * forward exchange rates 
1. Introduction 
Probabilisitc models for the fluctuations of stock prices have a relatively long 
history, apparently originating in the thesis of Bachelier, entitled 'Theorie de la 
speculation'. There the Wiener process is used to model diffusion of gases and also 
the fluctuation of stock prices. Samuelson [11] gives a good review of the history 
of this idea and in particular how it may be applied to determining warrant prices 
for instance. The Black-Scholes formula designed to assign a value to an option or 
a price for underwriting a share issue may also be derived from this model as for 
instance in [7]. This paper follows this general approach to develop a diffusion 
model for the rates of exchange between national currencies or more generally 
between any set of commodities traded with each other in international markets on 
an essentially continuous basis. This kind of model seems the most suitable available 
for capturing the erratic fluctuations apparent in the floating exchange rate era on 
currency markets; numerous politicians confronted by their apparent inability to 
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influence these markets (apart from the use of legislative measures) have testified 
to the rather unpredictable nature of exchange rate movements and a particularly 
good illustration are the remarks of Lord Wilson in [14, p. 14] to the effect that in 
the currency markets "you are dealing with the irrational, the imponderable, the 
immeasurable." There are also trends in exchange rates which become apparent 
when these are plotted over extended periods of months or years and which may 
be ascribed to classical economic theory as being the consequence of differing rates 
of domestic inflation or trade imbalances among the different nations. Often these 
may be anticipated and these long-term trends are incorporated within the diffusion 
model of Section 2 using the infinitesimal mean of the diffusion; the actual functional 
form of these trends is not considered here as this is an econometric question. The 
Wiener differentials in the diffusion model are intended to capture the random 
fluctuations about these long-term trends caused by very substantial nd continuous 
flows of money between the world's currency markets. 
Much of the instability in foreign exchanges i caused by money being extensively 
traded as a component of a portfolio of investments held variously by banks, large 
companies involved in internati6nal trade and individual investment houses catering 
for the currency speculator (the asset market interpretation for the determination 
of exchange rates.) As documented in detail by Frenkel [5], the rates at which 
dealers trading money as an asset buy and sell currencies are determined by their 
expectations of the future values of those currencies. However it must be emphasized 
that with current information technology, the expectations on which dealers handling 
large amounts of currency base their trading decisions are extremely short-term, the 
size of the profits and losses being substantial through the large quantities of currency 
being traded. Dealers' positions are often closed within the hour and certainly within 
the trading day. 
Considerable importance is generally attached to the influence of information 
upon dealers expectations and consequently the rates at which they buy and sell 
currencies ([5] provides an econometric nvesgigation of this). Some recently pro- 
posed models for exchange rate futures for instance, propose incorporating the 
influence of items of news explicitly within the model. A good example of this is 
the discussion paper [4], where essentially the futures rates are given by L6vy 
processes with jumps representing adjustments brought about by new information. 
The diffusion model in Section 2 does not incorporate the influence of new informa- 
tion upon exchange rates in this very explicit fashion. This is because this view of 
expectations, and hence exchange rates, reacting by a series of once-and-for-all 
instantaneous jumps to incoming items of information does not adequately reflect 
the constant, subtle re-evaluation of expectations continuously taking place in the 
minds of a network of dealers cattered throughout the world. In the final analysis, 
currency trading as currently practised is a continuous-time competitive "game" in 
which each dealer attempts to evaluate the other dealers intentions and then operate 
so as to secure a profit from them. The view implicit in the model proposed in 
Section 2 is that when the continuous evaluations of future expectations, influenced 
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particularly by unforeseen, and hence undiscounted, items of news, carried out by 
individual dealers are aggregated, the result may be represented by the Wiener 
process differential. 
Section 2 describes the model for exchange rates in detail. As already explained, 
part of the intention of the model is to capture the continuous trading and continuous 
re-evaluation that occurs in the world-wide currency market; this is achieved through 
using as the model a random process with sample paths which are continuous with 
probabiltiy 1. The essentially Markovian nature of exchange rate movements i
clearly illustrated in [5] (in particular Section II including the comments on pp. 
679 concerning the observed random-walk behaviour of exchange rates.) The combi- 
nation of these two properties---continuous sample paths and (strong) Markov-- 
leads inevitably to Ito diffusions. The nature of the diffusion coefficients is more 
explicitly developed in Section 2, attempting toseparate to some extent he reactions 
of the dealers to changes in demand for different currencies and the probaiblistic 
mechanism governing these changes in demand. Two assumptions are implicit within 
this formulation. The model applies to currencies (or more generally, continuously- 
traded commodities) which are being continuously traded in substantial amounts 
by a large number of dealers and further that no item of information is so seminal 
as to precipitate a sustained, homogeneous reaction among all the dealers. Thus 
currencies which are traded only in limited amounts among a few specialist dealers 
are excluded; the exchange rates for such currencies are often determined by an 
implicit consensus among the dealers. Also excluded are the currencies of politically 
unstable nations where items of news may have a very major, sustained effect on 
the exchange rates, particularly of thinly traded currencies. For such currencies 
(thinly traded and/or of politically unstable nations), the discontinuous sample 
paths of the L6vy processes eem rather appropriate. 
The theory of diffusions is used to further interpret the exchange rate model in 
Sections 3 to 5. Qualitative results about he stability or instability of exchange rates 
(Section 3) and about the existence and efficiency of simple intervention policies 
(Section 4) are developed. However it seems important in what is intended to be 
an introductory article to emphasize as well the potential for explicit calculation 
available from the model even if the actual calculations are deferred. In Section 5, 
two examples of explicit formulae are given for intervention policies and for forward 
exchange rates. 
Finally in this section it is worth mentioning the securities model described in 
Section 3 of [1] where a Wiener process with drift is used (a very special case of 
the model in (2.4)). The empirical question of whether a model like (2.4) fits the 
data on exchange rates is not particularly relevant when there is such freedom in 
determination of the diffusion parameters (which are functions of both position of 
the diffusion and time.) In fact effective estimation requires further assumptions 
about the parameters. The effectiveness of the model seems to rest more upon the 
rationale given above and in Section 2, together with general empirical information 
(as in [5]), rather than an explicit goodness-of-fit exercise. 
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2. Diffusion model for exchange rates 
The model will be a random process for index set [0, oo) with 
Xu(t) = rate of exchange at time t for units of Mi with units of Mj 
(thus 1 unit of Mi is worth Xo(t) units of Mj.) Two relationships are immediate: 
Xo(t)= Xik(t)/Xjk(t.) and (special case) Xo(t)= 1/Xji(t). 
Consequently in developing the model it suffices to consider Xj(t)=Xlj(t), j=  
2, . . . ,  r, the exchange rates with respect to a fixed currency from which all the other 
exchange rates may be obtained. 
The pricing of units Mj, Xj(t), is determined by a combination of the nett demand 
for Mj between holders of M~ and Mj and a term corresponding to the nett demand 
among all traders for Mi and Mj. The demands D 0 = D0(Y, t) are modelled by a 
diffusion with infinitesimal mean/~0(Y, t )and variance Ao(Y, t). As explained in the 
introduction, the mean corresponds broadly to long,term trends reflecting the tradi- 
tional influences upon exchange rates (the precise form of /z  0 and A 0 being an 
econometric question.) The Wiener differential d W0(t) captures the aggregated 
effect upon demand of the individual dealers continuous re-appraisal of expectations 
for future trajectories of Xj(t), j = 2 , . . . ,  r. The influence of the aggregated revision 
in expectations i transmitted through Ao(Y, t). In contrast o t~o(y, t) which is a 
fairly concrete parameterization f discernable long-term trends, Ao(Y, t) is a more 
notional parameter determining the influence upon the change in demand of changes 
in expectations. Empirical evidence indicates that it has to be such that the long-term 
trends are discernible in the long run (that is they are not submerged beneath the 
random noise of daily exchange dealing.) 
Let Do(x, t) denote the total demand up to time t by holders of Mj for units of 
Mi, measured in units of Mi. The model is developed in terms of ratios as in (2.3) 
and so use Yo(t)= log Xo(t). Then for t >I 0, assume the instantaneous demand (at 
time t) is obtained as 
dD0(Y, t)  -~- l,l,o( Y , t) dt + Ao( Y , t) d Wij( t) (2.1) 
where { W0(t): 1 <~ i,j <~ r} are independent Wiener processes. Then, writing Yj(t) = 
Y,j(t), gives 
d Yj(t) = aj( Y(t))(dD0(Y(t), t ) -e  - Yj(t) dDil(Y(t), t)) 
+ flj(Y(t)) (dD(1)( Y( t), t ) -e  -Yj(° dD°)(Y(t),  t)) (2.2) 
where D°)(t) = Dj~(Y(t), t) + . . .  + Dj,(Y(t), t) is the total demand for units of Mj, 
aj(" ), flj(" ) are real-valued positive functions on R "-~ and Y(t) = (Yj(t): 2 ~<j <~ r). 
The rationale behind (2.2) is the following. For infinitesimal St, writing ,$z(t)= 
z( t + 80 - z( t), assume the following relationship holds: 
Xj( t + St)~ Xj(t) = exp(gj(X(t), 8Dlj(X( t), t ) -  Xj~( t)SDjl(X ( t), t)) 
+hj(X(t), 8D(~)(X(t), t)-Xj l (t)SD°)(X(t) ,  t))) (2.3) 
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where gj, hj :Rr - lx  R-> R are continuously differentiable in the second term with 
positive derivative (OgffOt>O for each x ~ Rr-1). Taking logarithms in (2.3) and 
using Ito s lemma gives (2.2) with 
at(Y) = (Ogff Ot)(e Y, 0), ~j( Y) = (Ohj/Ot)(e Y, O) > O, 
where e v denotes the vector {eVJ: 2<~j~ < r}. 
The model in (2.2) may be expressed as a diffusion over R "-~ by substituting from 
(2.1) to give (together with specified Y(0)=yo~ R '-~) 
dY( t )= b(Y(t), t) dt+a(Y( t ) ,  t) dW(t)  





= ai(y)(/zti(y , t)-e-YJlzj~(y, t))+ flj(y)(lz(~)(y, t ) -  e-Yq.~ O)(y, t)) 
(2.5) 
]£(1)(y, t) = ]£11(Y, t)"]-" " "+ ]£1r(Y, [), ~L(J)(Y, t)--" t£jl(Y, t) +" " "+ Ixj,('y, t) 
2<~i<~r, 
a(y, t)(j, lj) = ( a~(y) + ~j(y) )A~(y, t), 
a(y, t)(j, j l )=-e-YJ(ai(y)+ flj(y))Aj~(y, t), 
a(y,t)(j, li)=~j(y)A~,(y,t), l<~i#j<<-r, 
a(y, t)(j, ji)=-e-Y~flj(y)Aji(y, t), l <~i<~r, (2.6) 
a(y,t)(j, ik)=O, 2<~i#j<~r, 
giving a(y, t) as an ( r -1 )x r  2 matrix corresponding to the vector W(t)= 
{ W0(t): 1 <~ i, j <~ r} ~ R '~ of independent Wiener processes. The infinitesimal variance 
is then the ( r -  1) x ( r -  1) matrix ~r(y, t) = a(y, t)a(y, t) T. Important special cases 
of (2.4) are obtained when b(y, t)=-O, following from /z0(y, t )=0 for y~R "-~, 
t ~ [0, oo), which corresponds to underlying equilibrium of demand, and the case 
where a(y, t) = a, b(y, t) = b, (y, t) ~ R r-1 x [0, oo), constant parameters, in (2.4) 
returns the model in [1]. As case 2 in Theorem 3.3 will show even when there is 
basic equilibrium of demand subject only to random fluctuations, the effect of those 
fluctuations upon the exchange rates can be highly significant. 
2.7. Basket currencies 
In stating (2.4), effectively units of M1 are used as a standard for comparison 
from which all exchange rates may be recovered using the relation X U = X~j/X1,, 
1 ~< i <j<~ r. Although this was simply for convenience of presentation, standard 
composite units of exchange where the currencies of several countries are weighted 
according to some criterion have been developed. These composite currency units 
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are meant o provide more representative exchange rates than the use of a single 
currency and are also intended to be more stable than individual currencies with 
less susceptibility o fluctuations among a few of the components. Within the context 
of the model in (2.4), this stability is a propositon about the infinitesimal variation 
corresponding to (2.6) for the basket currency compared with the variations of the 
component currencies. In particular (2.8) shows that variation reduction is not 
intrinsically a property of basket currencies. Good examples of such basket curren- 
cies are the Special Drawing Rights (SDR's) of the IMF and the European Currency 
Unit (ECU) of the EEC. The latter was intended as the basis for controlling exchange 
rates (see also Section 4). 
Assign weights W2,. . . ,  Wr to the currencies M2,..., Mr. Then the exchange rate 
of M1 with the weighted basket currency W2M2 +" • • + W, Wlr is given by 
x e(t) = w2x,2(  t )  + . . . + wp: r( t ) .  
When Y(t)  is a diffusion defined by (2.4), then Ito's formula applies to Y~e(t)= 
f (Y ( t ) )  where f (Y2 , . . . ,  Yr)=log(Y~=2 Wj eYJ) so that Y~e(t) is a diffusion with 
infinitesimal variance given for W,, = ( W2x2,. . . ,  W, xr) = ( W2 eY2,..., Wr e y') by 
cre(x , t) = ( W~r(y, t) Wx)/ WTx Wx. (2.8) 
Thus while low weighting for variable exchange rates (large o-(y, t) ( • ,- )) does 
reduce the comparative variation, overall unless Wx happens to lie within a subspace 
spanned by the eigenvectors, corresponding to small eigenvalues of ¢(y, t) (which 
may change with t), there is no intrinsic stabilizing effect when using basket 
currencies. This appears to be confirmed in practice (certainly the U.K. trade- 
weighted index may be a more representative indication of sterling's value but 
remains volatile, although less volatile--naturally--than the most unstable xchange 
rate within the basket). 
3. Exchange rate stability 
The basic stability of the model for exchange rates contained in (2.4) may be 
investigated in terms of existence of a solution Y(t)  to (2.4). Instability may be 
studied through conditions for explosion, that is conditions under which with 
probability 1, inf{t: ][ Y(t)[[ = oo} < oo. In the context of the exchange rate model, 
this is not to be interpreted as literally occurring but rather as providing assumptions 
about aj, /3j, #ij, )tij under which there is instability in the model which may be 
expected to lead to currency crises. 
The following theorem covering the existence of a unique solution to (2.4) is 
directly from Theorem IV.3.1 of [9]. The conditions may be weakened if uniqueness 
is not requied as in Theorem IV.2.4 of [9]. However Theorem 3.1 conforms with 
basic intuition in the sense that if the parameters defining the demand structure and 
the price fixing mechanism are bounded and reasonably smooth locally (Lipschitz), 
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then the exchange rate model should not become totally uncontrolled. The assump- 
tion about e-Y~%(y), e-Y~/3j(y) in (a) of Theorem 3.1 is effectively a symmetry 
assumption about the transmission mechanism in (2.2) when applied to Yjx(t). That 
is the ot and/3 terms for d Yj~(t) should be Lipschitz. By considering Ylj(t) (2 ~ j  <~ r) 
only, these questions of symmetry are largely avoided but here it is clear that the 
e-YJ term (potentially unbounded) is simply a consequence of the units being used 
and not intrinsic. The assumptions can be tidied by introducing the Lipschitz norms, 
applying to f .~k~.  ThUS for the ball BN ={xeRk: Ilxll-< N}, define for N~ > 1, 
Ilfll <N) sup If(x)l+sup{If(x)-f(y)l/llx-yll" x~yen~}.  Lip -~- 
xE B N 
Theorem 3.1 (Stability). Assume, for each N = 1, 2,..., 
(a) ilaj(y)llL~), ile-Y~c~j(Y)ll L~), ~N) ll/3j(y)ll Lip, IIe-Y'/3j(Y) II ~Li~ ) < O0 
(b) suPl lmA' , t ) l l~L~)<o0 (l<--i,j<--r); 
t~>0 
(c) sup [[Aij( •, t) II~Li~) < oo (l<--i,j<-r). 
t~0 
Then Y(t) (and hence X(t) = (X12(t),..., Xlr(t))) 
diffusion (in C([0, oo))). 
(2~<j<~ r); 
defined by (2.4) is a unique 
Proof. Directly from Theorem IV.3.1 of [9] extended to cover time dependent 
parameters, ince the necessary boundedness and Lipschitz assumptions on b(y, t) 
and a(y, t) are satisfied using (a)-(c). 
In considering conditions which lead to unstable xchange rates, two special cases 
are considered in Theorem 3.3 which between them capture the features of interest; 
thus in part (i), variance of demand and aj(-) ,  fl~(. ) are essentially stable and 
bounded, while the trends /~0( " ) are unbounded as in (3.4) whereas in part (ii), 
equilibrium applies with ##(y, t)= 0 (y ~ R "-1, t~>0) but variation in demand is 
unbounded. Both lead to explosion. 
For Theorem 3.3, Hashiminsky's sufficient condition for explosion in solutions 
to (2.4) will be used. As a referee has indicated, this condition does not require 
time-homogeneity of the diffusion, but Theorem 3.3 will be stated under this 
assumption with the general, non-homogeneous case referred to in remarks after 
that theorem. Thus write ~(y) =~[j=2 or(y)(i,j)yLvj and, for s> 1, 
a - (s )= min ~(y), 
DIIZ=zs 
b-(s)= miD {(½ ~ o'(y)(j,j)+ ~ bj(y)yj)/~(y)}, 
Uyll2=2s j - -2  j=2  
(I s ) c-(s) = exp 2b-(u) du . 
1 
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Introduce Arnax(Y), Amin(Y) the largest and smallest eigenvalues of tr(y), so that in 
particular a-(s)=2s(minllyll~_~2s Amin(Y))-  Then from Theorem VI.4.2 of [9] a 
sufficient condition for explosion is given by 
I I s c-(s) -1 (c-(u)/a-(u)) du ds<oo (3.2a) 
1 1 
or, interchanging the order of integration, 
f f  f f  exp( - I f  2b-(v)dv) /a-(u)dsdu<oo (3.2b) 
Theorem 3.3 (Instability). Explosion occurs in each of the following cases: 
Case 1. Assume (a) there exists 7; > 0 such that, for 2 <~j <~ r, 
lim inf bj(y) /y J+" > 0; (3.4) 
Ilyll-,oo 
(b) the eigenvalues satisfy 
0 < lim inf )tmin(Y ) ~ lim sup Amax(Y) < o0. 
[[YH ~°°  [[Yll~oo 
(3.5) 
Case 2. Assume quilibrium, b(y) = 0, y e R "-l, and tr(y) = tr(ltyll ) (that is a function 
of Ilyll only) with for some 7;>0, 31, A2>0,  
Amin(llY II)'" A* IlYll ~+'7, Amax(llYll) ~ A211Yll l+n- 
Proof. Case 1. Write 
B= inf liminfbj(y)/yJ+'>O, 
2~j~r IlYll--oo 
from (3.4). Then, as 
~, bj(y)yj >I ~, (bj(y)/yj+,7)yE+n, 
it follows from (3.4) and Jensen's inequality that for 0 < B '< B and IlYll sufficiently 
large, 
~, bj(y)yj~ B'~,y2+'7>~ B'llYll 2+'. 
Thus from (3.5), since E tr(y)(j,j) >1 ( r -  1)Amin(Y), 
lira inf b-(s)/s" >t ½B lira inf (Amax(y))-I > 0. 
s- ,~ IlYll-,oo 
Consequently for each u > 0 and suitable constant C > 0, it follows that by taking 
s sufficiently large, 
f~2b-(v)dv~C(s~+'7-u'+').  (3.7) 
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To show that the integral in (3.2b) converges, straightforward calculation from 
(3.7) then gives 
<~ u(l+~7) -1 (l+w)-'7/(~+'~)exp(-Cul÷'~w)dw~C-~u-'7. 
But since lim infa-(s)/(2s)= lira inf Amin(Y)> 0, the integral in (3.2b) behaves for 
s--,~ Ib' lk '~ 
convergence purposes like I1 C-~u-l-'~ du and thus converges, giving explosion 
from Hashiminsky's condition. 
Case 2. Since b(y) = O, from the definition 
b-(s) ((r- 1)/(4S))(Xma (2S)/Xmi (Es)) DS-' 
for suitable D > 0 from (3.6). Thus, for suitable (but changing) constants D > 0, 
c-(s)~Ds and (c-(u)/a-(u))du--.Ds-L 
1 
Since the integral in (3.2a) behaves like I~ s~-'~ ds, it converges, giving explosion. 
Remarks. (1) Following Hashiminsky [8, p. 193], the assumption of time- 
homogeneity may be removed by defining in place of a-( • ), b-( • ), 
a-(s)= rain infJ(y, t), 
ilyll2=2s t~0 
b-(s)= man inf{(½j~=2o'(y,t)(j,j)+ ~ bj(y,t)yj)/d'(y,t)} 
ilyll2=2s t>--o j=2 
(here ~(y, t)=~, or(y, t)(i,j)y:~). 
(2) Informally (taking account of the contents of Theorem 3.1)o the position is 
the following: suppose for Ilyll- oo, lyjl- oo, II~(y)ll--Ilyll~% bj(y)-yj  ~b. Then 
stability is determined by the index I = ~/~ + 0 v (7 .  - ~);  if I <~ 1 then Y(t) is stable 
(applying, for instance, the companion to condiition (3.2) given as Theorem VI.4.2( 1 ) 
of [9]) and explodes when I > 1. In formulating Theorem 3.3 it is most convenient 
to express the conditions in terms of the natural parameters for Y(t), namely b(y, t) 
and or(y, t). However to obtain a qualitative interpretation of these stability results 
in terms of the components inthe exchange rate model, it is the original parameters-- 
o~(y), flj(y), i~o(y , t), A0(y, t)--that have to be considered. Considering Case 1 of 
Theorem 3.3, bj(y) ~ ~,1+,7 , j  , this may arise from different combinations of behaviour 
for these original parameters. For instance while the underlying demand coefficients 
i~o(y , t), A0(A , t) may yield a stable demand process (Do(t) in (2.1)), the dealers' 
aggregated response to this demand in fixing the exchange rates, transmitted through 
a~(y),/3j(y), may lead to instability. Such instability arises, for instance, when say 
aj(y) ~ yf for sufficiently large y; this amounts to progressively more pronounced 
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rates of change (in exchange rate) to changes in demand at higher and lower levels 
of y. This might reflect progressively more cautious pricing in attempts to avoid 
making losses when some exchange rates in the system leave their usual ranges. 
The psychology of foreign exchange dealers is an important aspect in the daily 
movements of exchange rates and the diffusion model seems to capture the effect 
of one aspect of this quite well in terms of qualitative stability. More immediately 
obvious, and applicable to both Cases 1 and 2 of Theorem 3.3, is the aspect of 
unstable demand appearing as an unstable xchange rate regime. This may be a 
consequence either of long term trends as expressed by ftij(y, t) (Case 1) or the 
continuous revision of future expectations leading to instability through the Aij term 
(Case 2). In the diffusion model (2.4), the latter instability is the consequence not 
of a fundamental change in the information available, altering future expectations 
radically, but rather the consequence of the usual stream of information provoking 
more volatile changes in demand as the exchange rate system moves away from its 
usual range (an established phenomenon in practice.) Time-dependent A~(y, t) 
suggest he range of such volatility changing over time. Thoerem 3.3 suggests the 
degree of volatility required for an explosion; thus for hu(y)---[]yllV, y>½, 1<~ i,
j ~< r, explosion follows from Case 2 of Theorem 3.3. 
In application, the insights provided by the general conditions for explosion or 
stability for diffusion processes are qualitative in nature. Despite this they seem to 
furnish some genuine insight into the interplay between the different factors deter- 
mining the exchange rate: long term trends in demand, the short-term fluctuations 
in demand in response to new information and the way in which the exchange 
dealers respond to demand fluctuations in fixing the prices at which they trade 
currency. 
4. Intervention policies 
Even under the floating exchange rate regime developed in Section 2, there is 
pressure upon central banks and national governments o intervene in currency 
markets. The argument often advanced for this is to prevent oo great a volatility 
in the exchange rate, but is quite clearly in many cases also one of national prestige, 
perceived as reflected in some fashion through the strength or otherwise of the 
national currency. Some insight into the expenses incurred when defending a 
particular value for a specific currency (MI) may be obtained from the model (2.4) 
and the theory of local times for diffusions. The extension of local time results 
required to handle concerted intervention among several currencies in order to 
maintain their values between specified limits seems a demanding technical problem 
(and certainly beyond our present scope). 
It is well understood that any attempt at maintaining a specified value for the 
exchange rate against long term trends working contrary to that intention leads to 
speculation which rapidly makes intervention prohibitively expensive. In particular 
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such speculation would represent a fundamental change in the demand structure 
(2.1). This can in fact be captured by the general ocal time equations of IV.7 of 
[6], but here we shall simplify by understanding implicitly that intervention occurs 
from a desire to prevent excessive volatility either upwards or downwards for an 
exchange rate which is either essentially in equilibrium or displaying only a moderate 
trend (in particular Theorem 3.1 applies.) 
In order to define the concept of an intervention policy, suppose X,(t) = Xl,(t) 
is to be maintained above ~ > 0. Write ~7 = log ~. This can be achieved by the central 
bank for M1, purchasing units of M1 or selling units of M, affecting Dn(t) or 
D,~(t) respectively. In the present model it will clearly be most effective to adopt 
just one of these two possibilities at any time. Thus define D = D~(c R "-~) = 
{(y~,.. . ,  y,_~): y,_~ I> ~7}, the region within which Y(t) is to be confined by interven- 
tion, and its boundary OD = {(y~,.. . ,  y,_l): y,_~ -- )7} where intervention will occur. 
Let 12(~)={y~OD:~r(y)>>-e-~(a,(y)+~,(y)} and O(O)=0D\O(~) so that for 
Y(t) ~/2(~:) purchasing M~ is optimal and for Y(t)~/2(0) selling Mr is optimal. 
This affects the demand equations (2.1) as follows; again time-homogenous 
diffusions are required. Define non-decreasing random functions ~(t), O(t) such 
that ~, ~ only increase on O(~),/2(0) respectively (as random processes on R "-1, 
O(~) and O(0) are the respective supports.) Then the new demand structure 
(replacing (2.1)) obtained from intervention as described is given "by 
dD,,( Y, t) =/z,,(Y) dt + A,,(Y) d W,,(t) + d~(t)IaD(Y), 
dD,,( Y, t)= tt,,(Y) dt+ X,,(Y) dW,,(t)+d~(t)Iao(Y) (4.1) 
and otherwise, as before, 
dDu(Y, t )=l~i i (Y)dt+Ao(Y)dWo(t  ) (/j~ 11 or rl). 
The existence of ~(t), 0(t) satisfying (4.1) is a consequence of the existence of local 
time for OD. 
Define 
= + (4.2) 
corresponding to the total cost of intervention. Then ~(t) satisfies the following 
equations, written analogously to (7.8) of IV.7 of [9]: 
d Yi(t) = bj(Y(t)) dt + a(Y(t))o) d W(t) 
+vj(Y(t)) Iao(Y(t))dck(t) (2<~j< r); (4.3) 
d Y,(t) = b,( Y( t ) ) I6(Y( t ) )  dt 
+ a( Y( t))(,)I is(Y(t)) d W(t) + d~b(t); (4.4) 
Ioo( Y( t)) dt= p(Y(t) )  d~b(t) (4.5) 
where/)  = interior (D), a(Y)u) =jth row of a(Y), 
p(Y ) = fl,(Y )-' Ia(o(Y ) + e: ( a,(Y ) + fl,(y ) )-' Ia(,)(y ) 
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( I .  (y) denoting indicator functions for sets) and, for 2 <~j < r, 
vj(y ) = (flj(y ) / fl,.(y ) ) Ia(¢)(y )+ exp(~ - yj )(aj(y) 
+ ~j(y))(ar(y)+ fl,.(y))-lla(,)(Y). 
The transmission from demand to exchange rate in (2.2) is incorporated within the 
definition of p, z,j so that (4.3)-(4.5) correspond irectly to the local time equations 
of [9] from which the existence of tk(t) follows as in Theorem 4.8. Treating ~b(t) 
as a random process on OD, thus tk(y, t), means that ~:(t) = ~b(Y(t), t) Ia(o(Y(t))  
and ~b(t) similarly. The policy contained in (4.3)-(4.5) is optimal in the sense that 
the support of tk(t), regarded as a process on R "-~, is contained within OD so that 
the intervention is designed to cost the minimum necessary to maintain Xr i> ~r. 
Sub-optimal policies, considered later, either permit (limited) breaches of the lower 
bound and/or  apply when Y( t )~ OD. To formalize the notion of the most efficient 
intervention policy the following definition is introduced. 
Definition 4.6. A simple (optimal) intervention policy, defending Xr t> ~ is the 
solution tk(t) of (4.3)-(4.5). The cost of the policy up to time t may be measured 
by the random process 
c(t)-- o(Y(s))d4,(s). (4.7) 
The following theorem answers the question of whether it is actually possible, 
leaving aside questions of the cost incurred,, to apply such an intervention policy. 
The conclusion is that markets as modelled here can be controlled. 
Theorem 4.8. Assume: 
(a) For 2 <~ j <~ r, aj(y), e-YJaj(y), ~j(y), e-YJ~j(y), A~j(y), Axl(Y ) and A)i(y) (1 ~< i~ <
r) are bounded and Lipschitz for y ~ D; 
(b) fir(y) -1, (a,(y)+ fir(y)) -1 are bounded and continuous for y ~ 0D; 
(c) For infinitesimal variance o'(y) defined from (2.6), 
lim inf cr(y)(r, r) > 0. (4.9) 
yeOD 
Then for any Y(0)= yoe JD there exists a simple intervention policy ok(t) satisfying 
(4.3)-(4.5). 
Proof. Directly from Theorem IV.7.2 of [9]. The existence theorem may be supple- 
mented by further insight into the nature of (optimal) intervention policies and a 
certain amount of explicit calculation, particularly for r = 2. This will be the case 
considered from here on and is quite realistic since it is often the case that the rate 
of exchange between M~ and a basket of currencies (as described in 2.7) representing 
trading interests provides the central element of a national exchange rate policy. 
Now (r = 2, so aD = {3;}) local time is unique up to multiplication by a constant. 
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The actual value of the constant is determined by the cost of the intervention from 
p (since either O(~) or O(0) is empty, depending on whether /3,()7)< 
e-~(ar(~) + fl,(~)) or vice versa.) To simplify, assume standard scaling so that the 
following results are modulo constant multiplication. 
The nature of the intervention policy obtained from Thoerem 4.8 is expressed 
most readily in terms of its inverse (the inverse local time.) Thus let ~bo(t) denote 
the local time for a e R (corresponding to the level of Y12( " ) being defended) and 
define the inverse local time za(t) = inf{s: d~a(S) >I t}. Then it is well known (for the 
details see pp. 218-220 of [3]) that za(t) is a subordinator on [0, oo), most con- 
veniently characterized by the Laplace transform for a > O, 
Eyo{e-~')} =Eyo{e-"~}exp(-tg(a)) ( t>0)  (4.10) 
where g(a)=ca+Jo(1-e-~'")va(du) for the L6vy measure Va(" ) and Ha is the 
first passage time to a (starting at Y(0)= Yo). Assume c = 0, since otherwise Y( • ) 
occupies {a} for a positive proportion of each interval [0, t) (the proportion charac- 
terized by the speed measure in [10, p.212]) and cost of intervention reduces 
essentially to c. Furthermore one may assume va([0, oo)) = oo since Va([0, 00)) < 
only if a is a holding point (see p. 60 of [2]) and again this is a possibility worth 
excluding directly as unrealistic for an intervention level. When Va([0, O0)) = 00, each 
interval of [0, oo)) contains infinitely many jumps of the random process z,,(t). The 
heights of these jumps correspond to the intervals between successive interventions. 
Consequently the optimal intervention policy operates in a denumerable series of 
interventions, most of which follow immediately upon each other (dense over 
subintervals of [0, oo)) with a finite number of interventions separated by specified 
positive time-interval. The individual cost of these interventions (read off along the 
time axis of ~'a(t) as time between successive jumps) are all vanishingly small! An 
interpretation seems to be that optimal intervention proceeds by effectively con- 
tinuous intervention over certain subintervals of [0, oo). 
A natural sub-optimal policy operates at intervals of ~>e (fixed e>0) ;  this 
corresponds to replacing the L6vy measure vo in the inverse local time subordinator 
by the finite measure defined for real Borel sets A by v~.,(A)= v,,(An [e, oo)). The 
cost of this policy over [0, t] equals z~( t )  where z~ (t) is the subordinator btained 
by replacing v~ with v~.~ and is a compound Poisson process. The number of 
interventions in a total cost of t is a compound Poisson process in this approximation 
to the optimal policy. 
The basic intervention policy of defending a lower level for the exchange Yt2(t) 
does not recoup any of the losses incurred by buying units of M~ (at rate a) from 
direct market operations. By extending the policy to intervene at level b > a by 
selling M~, these losses may be recouped and fluctuations in the exchange rate 
further reduced. A good method for formulating the policy for intervention at b 
while retaining the optimal policy at a, is to consider ¢b. Since intervention at level 
b recovers by definition eb-°> 1 times more than intervention at a, typically the 
policy at b need not intervene whenever Y~2(t)= b, but less often; this may be 
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achieved by taking instead of Vb ( " ), the L6vy measure for ~b b ( ° ), a measure which 
places relatively more weight on large jumps (that is, times between interventions 
are increased.) Let p~(. ) denote such an altered L6vy measure and ~( .  ) the 
corresponding subordinator (defined through (4.10) with c = 0.)For convenience, 
take Y(O)=yo=a.  The process S~,b(t) = 7"a(t)--~'~(tea-b), t~O, will be used for 
studying the nett cost of such a combined intervention policy. This is something of 
a technical simplification but does have reasonably plausible motivation. The prob- 
lem is that as formulated, intervention starts at t = 0 (Y(0)= a) and necessarily a
deficit dpo(Hb) accrues up to Hb, the first passage time through b (starting with 
Y(0) = a). Although in the long run this initial deficit should have a negligible 
impact upon the nett cost, its technical impact is quite awkward without adding 
any apparent insight. For this reason what is in effect an accounting convention 
will be adopted whereby profits obtained from sales of M1 at b will be credited at 
time t -Hb  rather than the time t when they are actually obtained; this offsets the 
effect of our convention Y(0) = a and provides a fairer perspective upon the overall 
policy. Thus the return associated with {'r~(t),t>---O} is defined by ~b~(t)= 
(~-)- l(t+ Hb) (the extra time Hb corresponding to the accounting convention.) 
In order to arrive at a specific combined intervention policy for (a, b) consider 
the sub-optimal policies obtained by inverting ~,~ (t), rb,~ (t). These represent genuine 
approximations to co(t), ~'b(t) at least in the sense of convergence in distribution 
when the topology on the sample paths of D([O, co)) topologizes convergence in 
the standard Skorohod topology over closed subintervals of [0, co). A neutral policy, 
designed so that the costs of exchange dealing are kept approximately in balance 
(a prerequisite for preventing speculation against he actions of the central bank) 
should display a profit over approximately half the interventions taken over the 
long run. The approximations ~'~( • )~'b.~( " ) will help to capture this idea; define 
~o,b ,~( t )  = ~ '~,~( t )  - -  + a -b  + ~b,~(te ) and designate the approximate policy as balanced 
when ~o~b,~(+) tT)/E~,b,~(T)'->½ (with probability 1) as T->co where 
E ~+b)~(T) =number ofjumps of ~,b,~(t) in [0, T] for which ~b,~(t) I>0 
and 
Eo~b,~(T) =number of jumps of ~b,,(t) in [0, T]. 
Clearly here ~,b,,(t) is intended as an approximation to ~:,b(t) and the previously 
described accounting convention still applies. For a formal definition of balanced 
(a, b) the requirement will be that with probability 1, 
lim lim E~.~(T)/E~.~.~(T)=½. 
~0 T--~ oo 
(4.11) 
The most tractable and also most interesting case occurs when the long-term trend 
is in equilibrium. Thus (r = 2) 
b(y) = O, a <~ y ~ b. (4.12) 
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Balanced policies may be obtained by taking ~,~(A)= ~,b(kA) for Borel Ac  R and 
0 < k < 1 so that intervals between interventions for ~bb( • ) are dilated by a factor 
k -1 over the intervals for ~bb( • ). 
Proposition 4.13. Assume (4.12). 
(a) A combined intervention policy indexed by (a, b, k) is balanced when 
e ° = kl/2e b. (4.14) 
(b) The profit sets of the combined intervention policy may be characterized by 
{t: ~b(t)>~O}={t: 7/~.b(t) ~>0} 
where {T/~,b(t)/> 0} is a l.,dvy process whose L~vy measure has the following derivative 
with respect o Lebesgue measure on R: 
drl(t)=(27rt3)-~/2 dt, t>--O, (4.15) 
= e°-b(--2~rt3) -~/2 dr, t <0. 
Proof. As is well known (for instance Theorem IV.4.3 of [9]), one may write 
Y(t) = Y(0)+ W(~(t))  for a time-substitution fl(t). Since the definition of a bal- 
anced policy in (4.11) is invariant under such time substitution, it is sufficient o 
consider the case of a Wiener process only and find (a, b, k) for which the policy 
is balanced in this special case. The L6vy measure for the inverse local time for 
Wiener process has density (with respect o Lebesgue measure) 
du(t) = (2"trt3) -1 /2  dr, t~>0. (4.16) 
Now the probability that a jump of ~.b.~(t) is non-negative is given by 
(I;)/(I Pe = d~'(t) d~(t )+e a-b d~(t )  
/k 
The law of large numbers implies that with probability 1, 
lim a.. a,b,e~ t T)/  E~.b~( T) = p~. 
T-~ oo 
Consequently if for each e > 0 the identity 
(2~'t3) -1/2 d t= e b-" (2~t3) -1/2 dt (4.1"/) 
holds so that p~ =½ for each e > 0, then the requirement (4.11) is satisfied. Solving 
(4.1"/) gives (4.14), proving (a). 
The measure ~7 ( " ) in (4.15) is obtained from 7/(A) = 
~,(A n [0, eo))+e°-b~,(--(A n (--m, 0))) for 1.'(-) defined in (4.16) and ~7,.b(t) is the 
L~vy process obtained by taking the subordinator with L6vy measure ~,, call this 
S(t), and defining v?~,b(t)=S(t)- ' J (te °-b) for an independent copy S( .  ) of S. 
Since Y( • ) is just a t ime-transformed version of the Wiener process, the sets 
{ t: ~b( t )  >~ O} ---- { t: /3 ( S(t)  ) I>/3 ( S( t e o-b)) } and { t: ,a,b (t) > O} coincide as required. 
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5. Explicit calculations 
One of the main benefits in adopting a probabilistic model of the type (2.4) is 
that the associated theoretical development permits the derivation of explicit for- 
mulae for the calculation of quantities with important interpretations in terms of 
exchange rates. This contrasts omewhat with more directly statistical techniques 
of fitting time series where methods for prediction and explicit calculation are in 
some cases not really satisfactory (and rather ad hoc). In order to illustrate this 
important feature of the present model for exchange rates, two such explicit calcula- 
tions are given below. Both are direct consequences of well known formulae for 
diffusions, but it is the fact that they can be obtained from our model rather than 
any novelty in the derivation which seems important here. Once the parameters 
a( •, • ), b( •, • ) of the diffusion model have been estimated, standard numerical 
techniques may be applied to obtain concrete answers from the formulae. 
5.1. Intervention costs 
Meyer's formula may be used to calculate the Laplace transform for ~b~ (S) - ~bb (S), 
where S is the exponential time, P(S> t )=e -t, 0<~ t<oo (independent of Y(t), 
t> 0); S may be regarded as the life-time for the particular intervention policy. 
From Lemma V.3.26 of [3] one obtains for b < a < Y(0)= yo the density of the 
random variable 
K(a, b) =  o(S+ Ha) 
where Hx is the first passage time to x (starting at Yo). Thus the policy only commences 
once level a is reached. Then Oo, b(U), the density of K(a, b), is given by 
Oo~b(U)=(2y)-l(l+rl/y)e -'/~, u>~O, 
= (2y)-1(1- 7//y) e "/v , u<0,  (5.2) 
where 7/= 7/(a, b) = 1 - hb(a), y2 = y(a, b) 2 = 1 - ha(b)hb(a) and hx(y) = Er(e-nx), 
the expectation taken with Y(0)=y as starting point. Then from (5.2) 
Eyo{d~,,(S+H,,)-dpb(S+H,,)}=E,,{dp,,(S)-d~b(S)}=y(a,b), (5.3) 
giving the expected relative costs of intervening at a and b. Calculation of h,,(b), 
hb(a) requies solution of standard eigenvector equations as in 4.6 of [10]. 
5.4 Forward exchange rates 
The Feyman-Kac formula may be interpreted in terms of the model to yield a 
partial differential equation from which, by standard numerical techniques, forward 
exchange rates may be calculated. For this application, forward purchase of currency 
is considered for the purposes of covering trading contracts rather than for specula- 
tion. In the latter case the analysis given in [7] for the price fixing of options in 
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securities markets eems more appropriate. When the forward exchange rate is fixed 
simply for the purposes of removing uncertainty in settling contracts, there is only 
one alternative strategy to be considered (cf. Section 5 of [1]). That is a trader 
holding units of M~ may earn interest on this money until time t, then purchasing 
units of M~ at exchange rate Xj(t). The forward exchange rate should be assigned 
to avoid the possibility of arbitrage (in the sense, for instance, of buying units of 
Mj at the forward exchange rate and then selling them upon delivery for units of 
M~ to obtain a higher rate of interest han would be obtained by simply holding 
units of M1 for the same period). 
The background is then as follows. Define 
f Y(t) 
lfl( t) = \ DO)( t)J 
where Y( t) is obtained from (2.4), D~X)( t) = D~( Y(y), t)+. • • + DI,( Y( t), t) equals 
the total demand for M~. Then 
where 
and 
d yo(t) = b°(yO(t), t) dt + a°(yO(t), t) d W(t) 
b°(y °, t)= ( b(y, t) p(l)(y, t)J' /z°)(Y' t)=/xll(y, t )+. . .+/z l r (y ,  t)
(5.5) 
a°(y °, t)(k,. )=a(y,  t)(k,. ), 
a°(y °, t)(r+ 1, l j )= AIj(y, t), 




Assume r(Y°(t)) gives the (instantaneous) interest rate for holders of M~ 
(to obtain the customary per cent, multiply this by 100). Then 1 unit of M~ at com- 
pounded interest yields exp(Sto r(Y°(s))ds) units at t. Consequently, the forward 
exchange rate from units of Mj to units of M~, denoted by xje(t), satisfies 
x~e( t) = E { Xj~( t) exp( - I~ r( Y°( s) ) ds) }. (5.6) 
This is obtained by considering 1 unit of Mj at time t, converting this into Xjl(t) 
units of M1 and then discounting interest earned on units of M1 during (0, t) to 
arrive at the corresponding value at time 0 (and taking expectation to arrive at a 
fixed forward exchange rate). This formulation is not the most obvious but is used 
to facilitate application of the Feynman-Kac formula to (5.6) (requiring r >I 0, which 
of course it is). Forward exchange rates in general may be calculated by substituting 
the appropriate diffusions in (5.6); alternatively, but not equivalently, one may take 
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Xike(t) = forward exchange rate from units of Mi into Mk = Xie(t)/Xke(t). The latter 
method provides consistent expected forward exchange rates but since typically 
forward exchange rates are quoted as a range of values, applying (5.6) to appropriate 
X.(t), Y°(s) provides an alternative method. 
Assume D~j( t) are time-homogenous diffusions, thus b°(y °, t)= b°(y°), a°(y °, t)= 
a°(y °) (b(y, t) = b(y), a(y, t) = a(y)). Then the Feynman-Kac formula (see 1II.39 
of [13] may be applied to obtain a differential equation for 
ux(fi)=E~{f?e-Xt(e-YJ°(t), exp( -  fo r (Y°(s) )ds) )dt},  
the Laplace transform for X~e(t) (A>0), when Y°(0)=33. Thus, writing o'°(y°)= 
a°(y°)a°(y°) T, for Y0 e R', 
Aux(Y°)+r(y°iux(Y°)=½ EE °'°(Y°)(i,J) 0 0 
l<~i,j<~r+l Oyi Oyj 
02uA(y °) 
,+1 Our'(Y°) e-~ + ~ b°(y °) ~ t- (5.7) 
i= l  Oy ° 
(A > 0). Inverting u~ ( • ) gives xje(t); here numerical methods eem most appropriate. 
General expansions for the solutions of (5.7) are well known (see, for instance, [6]) 
but are not terribly informative for the present application. 
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